SPEND YOUR SUMMER WITH psychology

From brand new classes to your favorite professors, there's something for all learners to enjoy!

COURSE OFFERINGS

SESSION A (MAY 28 - JULY 5)

167AC** (Stigma and Prejudice) ---------------------------------- Prof. Rudy Mendoza-Denton
N134 (Health Psychology) ----------------------------------------- Prof. Aaron Fisher
N150^ (Psychology of Personality) ---------------------------------- Prof. Oliver John

SESSION C (JUNE 24 - AUG 16)

W1*** (General Psychology)
C64^ (Exploring the Brain)
101*** (Research and Data Analysis in Psychology)

SESSION D (JULY 8 - AUG 16)

N1*** (General Psychology)
3 (Introduction to How the Brain Works)
4 (Emotional Intelligence)
5 (Technology vs. Psychology: The Internet Revolution and the Rise of the Virtual Self)
6 (Stress and Coping)
7 (The Person in Big Data)
N120^ (Basic Issues in Cognition)
136^ (Human Sexuality)
N140^ (Developmental Psychology)
N160^ (Social Psychology)
166AC* (Cultural Psychology)
N180^ (Industrial Organizational Psychology)

SESSION E (JULY 29 - AUG 16)

137 (Mind-Body and Health)
138 (Global Mental Health)

* fulfills American Cultures requirement | ^ fulfills Social & Behavioral Sciences, L&S Breadth | ** fulfills major prerequisite